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Program Design
I.

Proposed Timeline

The 6 days of FIT programming coinciding with the Big Sky live course will be divided into
two sessions such that each selected FIT Clinician-Educator, assigned to Cohort 1 or Cohort
2, will attend for 3 days.
II.

Three Levels of FIT Clinician-Educator Involvement in Big Sky
a. Presenter Bootcamp: FIT Clinician-Educators will attend a 2.5-hour “Presenter
Bootcamp” that will equip them with tools necessary to maximize their learning
opportunities at the conference.
i. Three brief, interactive 30-minute sessions will cover the fundamentals of
public speaking, presentation content and delivery and feedback modeled on
the successful Emerging Faculty program.
ii. A fourth hour-long session will employ microteaching, whereby FITs are
divided into groups of three and alternate practicing their case presentations
with videotape-enhanced feedback provided by peers.
b. Case Presentation and Feedback
i. Case Presentation: Each FIT will introduce a didactic session by delivering
a 5-minute case vignette that culminates in a diagnostic dilemma or
challenging management question. The faculty presenter will then speak as
planned but will dedicate the final five minutes to return to the discussion
previously framed by the FIT presentation. FITs will be paired with a faculty
presenter to select both the case and the question for discussion for their preassigned session, thereby fostering a mentoring relationship in advance of the
conference.

ii. Feedback: Following each combined presentation, FIT Clinician-Educators
and faculty mentors will engage in a feedback session along with a
designated Master Educator and FIT colleague.
c. Master Educator Seminar Series: In addition to informal interactions with
distinguished faculty throughout the conference, FITs will also engage in several
structured sessions led by Master Educators that will address topics such as careers
and mentorship, leadership, and scholarship all refracted through the lens of medical
education.

III.

Application of New Knowledge and Skills:
After completion of this program, FIT Clinician-Educators will be expected to continue
to remain integrally involved with their supporting ACC Chapter. Possible opportunities
include, but are not limited to, producing a narrative for publication on ACC.org, leading
the development of educational content at the annual chapter meeting, or creating a new
proposal to apply newly acquired skills to local chapter programming.

IV.

Metrics:
After completion of this program, FIT Clinician-Educators will also evaluate each
component of the “Teaching Tomorrow’s Teachers” program. These will include the
Presenter Bootcamp, the Master Educator Seminar Series, the Case Presentations,
and the success of their relationship with their faculty mentor. We will also assess the
degree to which FIT participants believe the program improved their ability to provide
critical feedback, present effectively and develop their careers as aspiring clinicianeducators. Participants will indicate how they intend to use what they learned in the
program to further the mission of their state ACC Chapter. Finally, we will ask
participants to provide recommendations on how to improve the program for future
iterations. A complete copy of the preliminary evaluation form we will employ is
available upon request.

V.

Application Process:

Applications will be solicited and processed by local ACC Chapters and the selection
process will be at the discretion of the chapter. In selecting well-qualified FIT candidates
for this program, chapters may consider employing the following criteria:
1. Curriculum vitae (CV)
2. Letter of support from the Cardiology Fellowship Program Director
3. Brief one-page candidate statement of interest (limited to 500 words) addressing
the following:
a. Background and experience as a medical educator
b. Vision for a career as a future clinician-educator
c. Description of how attending the conference will facilitate their career
aspirations
Once FIT candidates have been selected, they will be asked to select and prioritize ten
sessions from the program syllabus that best overlap with their clinical interests. This will
allow the program directors to pair selected FIT Clinician-Educators with suitable faculty
mentors.
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FIT Support Options
Option “A” Estimated Expenses
ESTIMATED EXPENSES
TRANSPORTATION
Roundtrip Ground Transportation to Airport of Departure

$100

Roundtrip Flight to Bozeman Yellowstone International Airport (BZN)

$1,000

Roundtrip Ground Transportation from Bozeman to Big Sky (Karst Stage Coach)

$80

ROOM AND BOARD
Accommodations in Big Sky (3 nights in First-Class Room at Huntley Lodge)

$756 per FIT

Reduced nightly rate of $215 + $37 (17% taxes)
Meals (Estimates based on 2015 ACC Leadership Forum costs)
Breakfast ($15 per day)

$45

Lunch ($20 per day)

$60

Dinner ($50 per day)

$150

REGISTRATION FEE
Big Sky Live Course Registration Fee (Reduced rate for FITs)

$500

TOTAL EXPENSES

$2,691

Option “B” Estimated Expenses
ESTIMATED EXPENSES
TRANSPORTATION
Roundtrip Ground Transportation to Airport of Departure

$100

Roundtrip Flight to Bozeman Yellowstone International Airport (BZN)

$1,000

Roundtrip Ground Transportation from Bozeman to Big Sky (Karst Stage Coach)

$80

ROOM AND BOARD
Accommodations in Big Sky (3 nights in shared 3-bed Loft at Huntley Lodge)

$369 per FIT

Reduced nightly rate of $315 + $54 (17% taxes) divided among 3 FITs
Meals (Covered by FITs)
REGISTRATION FEE
Big Sky Live Course Registration Fee (Reduced rate for FITs)

$500

TOTAL EXPENSES

$2,049

